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PEDAL Vamp
Finest Italian Pedal Pumping Clips
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SOCIAL:
Please welcome Miss Natasha! Today she has to fight with the stubborn Lancia Y in her very first cranking clip! Despite of the perfect pedal pumping of our lovely Miss... the engine is not working!

The lovely cranking lady

starring: Miss Natasha

CRANKING

She’s a beautiful danger!

starring: Miss Melanie

GRINDING GEARS/ DRIVE

This car is a bargain!

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Melanie

CRANKING/ REVVING

Hard cranking in boots

starring: Miss Iris

CRANKING

French cranking damsel in distress!

starring: Miss Melanie & Miss Iris

CRANKING
It’s a problem to drive in the fields after a few days of rain and Ninfa knows it! Our Miss tries to juggle as best she can in the slippery ground but she gets hopelessly stuck!

First Miss Black Mamba’s drive with the Lancia Y! She hits the road driving barefeet so that she can feel properly the gas pedal under her foot and she pushes it firmly to drive as fast as possible!

“There’s nothing more exciting than drain the battery!” Miss Black Mamba today wants to show you her destructive cranking skills! Yes, she wants to show you that she is the boss of the car!

Today Ninfa wants to push the gas pedal of the Lancia Y! Enjoy Miss Ninfa in this amazing revving and driving video with super close shots of her sexy feet, in sandals and barefeet!

Today is Miss Iris lucky day! Finally she can get behind the steering wheel of the new Pedal Vamp car and have a good time doing spinning wheels, burnouts and drive reverse also!
First drive after COVID-19 lockdown

starring: Miss Amy

After 2 lockdown months Miss Amy jumps again on board of a car and she enjoys her first drive! But she cranks and stalls instead during her trip, and her tired feet need some fresh water!!

CRANKING / DRIVE

miss Amy

19:31  € 17,00

New Pedal Vamp car revving test

starring: Miss Amy

Miss Amy is going to make a revving test with the new Pedal Vamp car and she’s ready to play hard with the gas pedal in high heels and barefeet! Let’s show who is the Boss there!

REVVING

Miss Amy

12:13  € 11,00

Sexy van driver in sexy heels

starring: Miss Ninfa

Ninfa is a driver and she had a really hard day, finally the last delivery has been made and now she’s ready to go home! Drive and hard revving for you to enjoy!

REVVING / DRIVE

Miss Ninfa

13:49  € 13,00

Damsel in distress with the van

starring: Miss Amy

Miss Amy rents a van to pick up a marble table, she warms up the engine but when it comes to start the van and drive the nightmare begins! She doesn’t know how to deal with such a monster!

CRANKING / STALLING

Miss Amy

17:52  € 16,50

Fiat 500 crank and drive

starring: Miss Ninfa

Miss Ninfa is late to go to work and she has to do a long cranking before her old Fiat 500 starts! Then she hits the road and drives with double clutch to her destination!

CRANKING / DRIVE

Miss Ninfa

18:09  € 17,00
Miss Amy wants to have some fun with the old Motorella but she has a lot to start it! And once it finally runs, Miss Amy starts punishing it with some good revving!

Miss Black Mamba is ready to give the final goodbye to our 2019 Pedal Vamp car with a good destruction! Thank you so much, sweet little Panda, you served us so well!

Miss Iris and Miss Ninfa start to rev the Panda the hell out of it! They are willing to kill the engine with a powerful and extreme revving, will you be able to survive to it?

Iris drives the Panda to the junkyard without shoes in her pantyhose teasing the pedals, the car makes strange noises, the poor engine is really suffering and needs to rest!

No one knows how to make the poor engine suffer under her heels better than Iris does! She’s a pro, and she has a lot of excitement by making for you an amazing hard revving!
Cranking and stalling curse during jogging

Miss Ninfa knows how to deal with an old engine! The old Fiat Panda has a stubborn one, so get ready for a cranking drive and stalling concert instead of a jogging session!

Miss Ninfa

CRANKING / STALLING

Cranking and stalling curse during jogging

Miss Ninfa knows how to deal with an old engine! The old Fiat Panda has a stubborn one, so get ready for a cranking drive and stalling concert instead of a jogging session!

Miss Ninfa

CRANKING / STALLING

Miss Black Mamba giving the Panda hell - smoking and revving

Miss Black Mamba today wants to please you with some sexy hard foot revving to the floor! No mercy for the engine while she enjoys with you a couple of cigarettes!

Miss Black Mamba

REVVING / SMOKING

The cabin in the woods

A romantic end-of-the-year dinner isn’t perfect without a good stuck in the mud, soft spins, hard spins... and nothing works? Not even the phone! And this bitchy car doesn’t help at all!

Miss Amy

CARSTUCK

Time to go to work for Miss Ninfa! It’s Monday, it’s a very cold day and the car is not moving for days and Ninfa is ready for a long fight of feet and pedals! Who will be the winner?

Miss Ninfa

CRANKING / STALLING

The Fiat 500 doppietta lovely girl

Tricks of the old Fiat 500, and today is Miss Ninfa’s turn to deal with them! Enjoy many lovely cranking and drive scenes where Ninfa fights with this stubborn car!

Miss Ninfa

CRANKING / DRIVE
Enjoy Queen Iris in this fantastic revving and driving video with super close shots of her sexy barefoot feet! That’s a video you can not miss for all Miss Iris addicted!

503 Barefoot screaming drive
starring: Miss Iris

502 Dear Motorella, welcome at Pedal Vamp
starring: Miss Ninfa

From today we have a “new Miss” at Pedal Vamp, a super vintage Benelli Motorella! Miss Ninfa has the honor to be the first to shoot a clip with it and check if everything works properly!

501 Farmer’s shopping stuck
starring: Miss Amy

Miss is driving in the country to look for the farmer’s farmhouse to buy some organic fruits but these muddy fields have other plans for her! And yes... it’s a muddy carstuck!

500 Cheater car seller
starring: Miss Iris & Miss Ninfa

Miss Iris is fed up with her old Fiat Panda and wants to get rid of her old trash! Will she be able to convince the poor unwise Miss Ninfa that her Fiat Panda is really a good deal?

499 Sexy realtor in mud distress
starring: Miss Black Mamba

Miss Black Mamba is a real estate agent in distress: after a shooting she hasn’t reckoned with the ground and ends up stuck! It seems that her destiny today is to remain nailed in the middle of the field!
Red heels for a sexy revving

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris today wants to tease you with a sexy hard revving wearing her brand new red shoes! While she's revving, she's having a look at her make up and you simply can't resist her!

Let's地板 the Audi Q2

starring: Miss Iris

Today is a fantastic day for Miss Iris, she can drive the company car, an Audi Q2! She gets in, makes some hard revving then she starts driving in the city traffic and then she hits the highway driving fast!

Barefeet rev and stomp

starring: Miss Amy & Miss Ninfa

Today our girls want to have a little fun with the old Fiat Panda and the biggest fun is pushing, stomping and flooring the gas pedal! They feel so bad today and have no mercy on this poor engine!

Reverse at the mall

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris is ready to have some fun driving reverse! The gearbox however, today is quite stubborn and makes strange tricks but Miss Iris always knows how to handle these old cars!

First autumn rain, first stuck!

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris has to deal with a muddy stuck today! She tries to unstuck the Panda pumping the pedals slowly, then quickly, but nothing works! She even pushes the car but her efforts seem to be all vain!
This car needs a good revving!

The battery of the Fiat Panda is down and it needs some good revving to recharge! Ninfa is always happy when it comes to push hard on the gas pedal and she’s ready to do her very best!

The jewelry robbery

Miss Amy and Lady Eva just did a robbery in a jewelry! They are ready to escape but... guess what happens? Yeah, the car doesn’t start and from afar they hear police sirens approaching!

Pandas barefeet drive

Enjoy this video where Miss Iris and Miss Ninfa have to drive barefeet first the old then the newer Panda of Vicky! Enjoy our beautiful Miss in this 42 minutes video with very few cuts!

Old Fiat Panda abuse

Miss Iris and Miss Black Mamba are ready to play with a very rusty old Fiat Panda until it takes its last breath of life! How long it will resist to their overwhelming beauty and power?

Cranking and stalling nightmare

Today’s not really the luckiest day for Miss Ninfa! Her car doesn’t work and she has to fight hard with the pedals and the engine using even three different pairs of shoes.
488 Sexy hard revving punishment
starring: Miss Amy
Miss Amy is back from the mechanic, she wants to be sure that the car is ok and she has her own method to make this test! What about a very hard revving teasing the pedals barefeet?

REVVING
⏰ 09:27 € 9,00

487 The Fiat Panda disaster
starring: Miss Amy & Lady Eva
Miss Amy and Lady Eva have to clean the Panda carburetor but our girls have a lot of troubles! Moreover, the battery is flat, they are in an isolated area and it seems there is no one around…

CRANKING
⏰ 16:38 € 15,00

486 Boss car hard revving, curbs and burnouts
starring: Miss Iris
Miss Iris is very angry at her boss! She’s driving his car, she stops and then… she has some hard revving, some burnouts and some hitting curbs! Miss Iris feet do know well how to dance on pedals!

REVVING/HITTING CURBS
⏰ 14:35 € 14,00

485 Drive to the airport to pick up the boss
starring: Miss Iris
Iris has to drive the Nissan Qashqai to pick up her boss who is about to land at the airport but... he missed the plane! Iris is furious and she decides to have some fun with his car!

DRIVE
⏰ 23:11 € 18,00

484 Poor cranking and stalling girl!
starring: Miss Amy
Miss Amy has a busy day today but her old Fiat Panda is driving her crazy! It always makes strange tricks and refuses to start!! What a bitchy engine! Poor Amy, is about to cry!

CRANKING/DRIVE
⏰ 18:48 € 16,00
It's a great shopping day today! Miss Ninfa is driving her boyfriend's car, she's ready to pick up Miss Iris and have a lovely trip with this nice Nissan Qashqai! They both enjoy this soft and relaxing gear!

Miss Iris working day is over, she's tired and wants to go home but the car doesn't want to start at all! She continues to torture the poor starter motor, and she does some shoeply to try to relax!

What a wonderful day to make some hard! Miss Ale is ready to push the gas, she constantly teases the Panda to be more powerful, to make more roars and to let her feel its powerful engine!

You have an important package to ship today, so why not asking Iris to go to the post office for you? But you don't know that Miss Iris car's is an old scrappy Fiat 500!

Miss Ninfa is ready to show her amazing pedal pumping abilities in hitting curbs with the classic Fiat Panda and its little engine! She hits the curb either with the front and back wheels!
Lady Eva and Miss Amy are ready to go on holiday with the old Fiat Panda but the car is definitely not! They crank a lot, they put fuel in the tank, Eva pushes the car and guess what happens next?

Miss Amy fears a shady guy who is following her. Amy jumps on board of her old Fiat Panda, she tries to go away from that bad situation but the car doesn’t start and the tank is almost out of gasoline!

Miss Ninfa is trying to start her car and she has to face a long and hard cranking! Amy is passing by and she decides to give an helping hand, well, 2 helping feet!

Miss Iris wants to test the Panda really hard to see if it can meet the high standards of the Official Pedal Vamp car. Which means: high and loud revs, pedal to the metal and some nice burnouts!
After a lunch at the mall Miss Amy is ready to go back to work, but when she tries to drive away from parking the engine won’t start! She cranks hard and takes some breaks doing shoeplay.

Today is a very important day for Lady Eva, for the second time she attends to her driving tests and she’s hoping that she will not fail it twice! Her driving instructor, moreover, is a big pain in the ass!

This old poor Fiat Panda has to be destroyed and Miss Amy can have a good time by torturing the little engine! She revs so hard while looking at you and smiling, because she knows you like it!

“Finally I have a car all for me and I can blow it alone!” Miss Ninfa says! She starts the engine and she revs the car to the max straight away! No heating up, she wants to go straight to the point!

The Panda is back from the mechanic and Miss Ninfa wants to check if the car is now ok so she makes a very hard revving to see if the engine screams good, some burnouts and a brakes test too!
Cranking and stalling troubles

Today also Miss Ninfa has to fight hard against this rusty stubborn Fiat Panda so… get ready for a cranking and stalling concert while our lovely Miss struggles to arrive at the mechanic!

Your lovely cranking friend

You were lucky enough to get a ride from your lovely colleague! But Miss Amy’s car seems to be flooded and the car does not start! Amy pumps hard the gas pedal but her efforts worth nothing!

Rusty Fiat Panda for sale

Miss Ninfa is helping her cousin selling her old car and she’s in charge to see if the car is still working but… all she can do is crank the car out of hell until the battery gets weaker and weaker!

Desperate cranking mom

Miss Amy is trying to get away from her partner, you are her son and you both jump in the car: she begs it to start but the car doesn’t! Amy is now in full panic mode and she pumps the gas madly!

The Fiat Uno cranking nightmare

Miss Iris is going to a colleague’s house to bring a USB key but she realizes she’s lost and she’s not driving in the right direction! Also, the engine of the Fiat Uno turns off and the car fails to restart!
Miss Tiffany is enjoying a day off! What about a funny drive on a small muddy road and a good revving far from the chaos of the city? She loves nature and she loves to floor the gas pedal!

Amy is ready for a very important business meeting today, she works for a real estate agent and she has to show a customer some properties but she got lost in the countryside and gets stuck!

Miss Amy is on the road to an important meeting and, as always, she has some difficulties in managing the old scrappy Panda and she even hooks a car when she is parking! The car keeps on stalling!

Miss Ninfa is stuck! She tries to get out of the mud but it seems to be impossible to free the poor old car nor with the first gear neither in reverse! And, a lot of smoke is coming out from the hood!

Black Mamba is ready to use a special product to clean the carburetor, a lot of smoke is coming out of the exhaust pipe! She revs hard and enjoys a cigarette to have even more smoke around her!
Dr Amy's working day is over, she's ready to go to a party, but her car doesn't start! Amy starts a fight with it, pumping with her heeled shoes and barefoot but it seems that her efforts are not worthy!

Miss Amy is driving to the drive-thru with her old car but she doesn't control properly the pedals and at the traffic lights, the car stalls many times! Also, she has big troubles in parking!

Spring time has arrived and Ninfa can't wait to have her first ride with the Piaggio Ciao! A good rollerstart at first, then a hard revving to warm up the engine and finally... the ride is so pleasant!

Miss Ninfa is ready to go to work but her car doesn't start. After some attempts, she stops since she doesn't want to flood the engine and she takes a break while dangling her mule from her foot.

Today Miss Ninfa has to visit some friends in the countryside, but she took the wrong road, so she has to drive backwards all the way back and it's a long and hard job to do!
You're Miss Amy's child, today you have an important football match, mom jumps in the car with you and she tries to start the engine with her flip flops and barefeet but nothing is working!

Miss Ale is ready for a drive with the "new" Pedal Vamp car! It doesn't matter if it's just an old Fiat Panda, she can have fun anyway! Hard revving, burnouts and drive, that's what she wants!

Amy and Ninfa are pushing the Fiat Panda along a street in the country fields, the engine of this old piece of junk striked! After some cranking the car finally starts and they make a short revving!

Lunch break at the mall for Amy and Ninfa but now they have to go back to the office! Amy starts to drive but she's not so good in it, so Ninfa takes the driver seat and she pushes the gas pedal a lot!

This old car needs a punishment for always being so stubborn! Miss Black Mamba knows exactly what to do, she floors the gas pedal first with her lovely pink sandals and then barefoot!
Let's crank again

It's Miss Black Mamba's turn to drive the "new" Pedal Vamp car but she's not lucky today! She is struggling pumping hard on pedals hoping to hear the engine finally roaring but... nothing!

Rev your breath away

You can't believe it's true! You're in the Fiat Panda sitted near Miss Amy and you are ready to enjoy the most hot amazing hard revving experience with extreme high heels you have ever seen!

Hard revving the Fiat Panda

So I have to deal with this old piece of junk? Good, let's see what happens if I floor the gas pedal! Enjoy an amazing hard revving video, Miss Amy can't wait to make the engine scream for mercy!

Need help for the battery!

Poor Amy! Her car doesn't want to start! This junk always has problems and the battery seems to have problems too! Iris sees Amy in trouble, she stops and together they try to start this shitty car!

A new piece of junk at pedalvamp!

Vicky has instructed Amy to go pick up the new Pedal Vamp car! But the car is a junk and it doesn't even want to start using the choke and when it finally gets going, the car stalls! Amy is furious!
Lunch break at the mall and Amy now is ready to go back to the office! But the engine of her old Fiat Uno is not starting, and when it comes to life Amy decides to give it a sweet but hard punishment!

Miss Amy’s feet vs Fiat Uno’s pedals

CRANKING / REVVING

Amy comes out of the hairdresser, she’s ready to go home but her Piaggio Ciao stops and dies! After a long rollertstart she realizes that the fuel dispenser is closed! Someone made her a stupid joke!

The Piaggio Ciao stupid joke

ROLLERSTART / REVVING

Miss Amy has been invited to a party by a gorgeous guy but she has big troubles in firing her old Fiat Uno and she’s forced to fight with the pedals and the starter of this damn stubborn car!

Just a cranking party for Miss Amy

CRANKING

Miss Black Mamba, Miss Melanie and Miss Iris will be your drivers, Vicky is behind the camera so, get ready to have a lot of fun with these amazing sexy ladies driving the Mercedes!

Sexy girls driving the Mercedes

DRIVE / REVVING

The holiday in Sardinia is over! Jump on board on the VW pulmino with our beautiful Misses, you will spend half an hour with them and, if you are lucky… they will bring you safely at the airport!

Holiday in Sardinia - driving to the airport (time to come back)

DRIVE
The destruction of the Fiat Uno

starring: Miss Black Mamba

Miss Black Mamba is ready to say the final goodbye to the Fiat Uno! She starts destroying a little bit of everything, then she tries to detach the doors, hood and trunk and destroy all windscreens!

CAR DESTRUCTION

24:58 € 20.00

The engine makes boom

starring: Miss Amy

Miss Amy is ready to say goodbye to the Fiat Uno! She starts revving the car hard, keeping the engine high on revs to be sure that it will be very hot soon! The water started to heat up and boil!

BLOW ENGINE / REVVING

16:35 € 16.00

Desperately stranded in the fields

starring: Miss Amy

Miss Amy is upset, her car has just broken down! She is begging it to start while tears are streaming from her face. She’s completely lost in the countryside and no one can help her!

CRANKING

08:30 € 8.00

Holiday in Sardinia - VW minicamper parking troubles

starring: Pedal Vamp team

During our staying in Sardinia our Misses had to fight with the hard steering wheel of the VW minicamper when they had to park it! In this video there are two parking clips... enjoy!

PARKING

17:21 € 15.00

Muddy vlog stuck

starring: Miss Amy & Miss Ninfa

Miss Amy and Miss Ninfa are making a vlog. Ninfa sees a deer in the fields and she tells Amy to pull over, so they can see better. Amy steers the car right into a mud pit and the car is now stuck!

CARSTUCK

35:27 € 25.00
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>433</th>
<th>Damned wet stuck with the BMW</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>starring: Miss Amy</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Miss Amy is driving the company BMW and it’s raining madly outside! On the way she takes the wrong turning, she tries to turn around but the ground is so soft and boggy that her car becomes stuck!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CARSTUCK</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>21:09</td>
<td>€ 19.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>432</th>
<th>Holiday in Sardinia - 5 Misses revving the VW minicamper</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>starring: Pedal Vamp team</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Enjoy our sexy girl revving the VW minicamper! Miss Iris, Miss Black Mamba, Miss Melanie, Miss Kim and Miss Amy are ready to show you their revving skills! That’s an amazing show you can’t miss!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>REVVING</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16:13</td>
<td>€ 15.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>431</th>
<th>Crank and drive the Fiat 500</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>starring: Miss Tiffany</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Another typical Fiat 500 day for Miss Tiffany! The car always needs a good cranking to start, but finally the engine fires up and Tiffany is ready to hit the road! Enjoy our lovely and sexy driver!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>CRANKING / DRIVE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18:43</td>
<td>€ 16.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>430</th>
<th>Holiday in Sardinia - Miss Iris driving barefoot on mountain roads</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>starring: Miss Iris</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>A sunny day, beautiful landscapes, an old VW minicamper and the amazing Miss Iris taking you for a ride on some Sardinian mountain roads! Enjoy our best driver shifting gears barefeet!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRIVE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18:20</td>
<td>€ 16.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>429</th>
<th>Holiday in Sardinia - Amy &amp; Kim first VW minicamper drive</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>starring: Miss Amy &amp; Miss Kim</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Amy and Kim go to pick up the rental camper, Kim starts driving to the beach then Amy decides she wants to drive it too. She first tests the pedals with a good revving and then she hits the road!</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DRIVE</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>27:48</td>
<td>€ 20.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>ID</td>
<td>Title</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>------</td>
<td>--------------------------------------------</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>428</td>
<td>Can’t believe I’m stuck!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>427</td>
<td>Hurry up sweet girl, hurry up!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>426</td>
<td>Lift to the trainstation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>425</td>
<td>Smoking, revving and teasing</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>424</td>
<td>Cranking, tears and cows</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
You have asked for a driver for your staying in Italy and the sexy Miss Iris is at your service! She hardly revs the car for you, once the engine is warmed, she takes you for a ride on her Mercedes!

Miss Amy is about to pass her driving test and Miss Iris is the examiner! Amy has big troubles with the car but she seems to be doing pretty well on pedals! Will she finally get her driving license?

It’s time to bring the car to the mechanic, this old Fiat 500 already left Miss Iris stranded in the middle of the road! After the reparations she makes a test to see if everything works properly!

Tiffany pumps with her amazing leather boots, she is really pissed off by this engine who never wants to start! When the car starts, she realizes that the oil warning light is on, what to do?

Iris has finally managed to start the Ford Fiesta, and now she has to move it to a quiet corner of the junkyard to start shooting the videos of the day, but the gear of this car seems to be defective!
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris has some custom videos to do with an old Ford Fiesta but she’s having big troubles in firing it up! She pumps furiously on the gas pedal bouncing on the seat pleading the car to start!

CRANKING

11:46  € 10.00

starring: Miss Amy

The weather is simply perfect for Miss Amy to have some swimming at the lake but her old Fiat 500 is struggling to start and when Miss Amy finally can leave, the car runs out of gasoline!

CRANKING / DRIVE

20:05  € 17.00

starring: Miss Amy

Because of this damned Fiat Panda Miss Amy has been fired! Now it’s time to take revenge on this old junk that made her lose her job! Get ready for an epic revving until the engine blows!

REVving / BLOW ENGINE

10:13  € 10.00

starring: Miss Amy

Amy made a mess! She has just hung up the phone telling a customer that his car has been repaired, the customer is arriving in a few minutes and she sadly realizes that the issue is not fixed yet!

CRANKING

12:56  € 12.00

starring: Miss Tiffany

Today Miss Tiffany really wants to kill an engine with her new amazing heels and make a lot of noise! This is one of our best extreme revving-blowing videos which you can not miss!

REVving / BLOW ENGINE

13:57  € 14.00
Miss Amy rented an old Fiat Uno with manual gearbox but she’s used to drive automatic transmission cars only! Get ready for a true show of grinding gears, cranking and stalling!

Amy forgot again to turn off the lights and the battery of her car is dead! Iris comes to Amy’s aid, she takes her cables and connects the batteries and then, a good 4 feet revving is recommended!

Miss Iris’s scooter makes strange tricks! The starter is not working good, she’s worried but finally the scooter decides to give signals of life! Hurray! Now this stubborn scooter needs a nice punishment!

Get ready for several minutes of cranking and shoe play, the engine just will not start for this Italian Mistress and the battery is getting weaker and weaker… she is not going anywhere in this damned car!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Episode</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Starring</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Time</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>408</td>
<td>Sexy beauties driving the Fiat 500 X</td>
<td>Miss Iris &amp; Miss Melanie</td>
<td>Our girls can’t wait to celebrate their new company car and have the first drive with it! They drive towards the country, they find a quiet place to celebrate with a nice fresh beer… cheers!</td>
<td>36:38</td>
<td>€ 18.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>407</td>
<td>Hot summer Fiat 500 ride</td>
<td>Miss Amy</td>
<td>It’s Miss Amy lunchtime! She’s ready to go to the mall but her old rusty car always has troubles to get started! Finally she takes the road and enjoys a pleasant drive in her open toe black high heels!</td>
<td>19:22</td>
<td>€ 16.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>406</td>
<td>Flat battery cranking troubles</td>
<td>Miss Iris</td>
<td>Miss Iris is stranded with the Fiat Uno and the car won’t start! She has a look at the engine, then jumps in the car to try again, but nothing! And… the battery is on its way to become drained!</td>
<td>11:36</td>
<td>€ 10.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>405</td>
<td>2018 Harley Davidson nightmare - part 2</td>
<td>Miss Iris</td>
<td>It’s a terrible day, Miss Iris got fired because she arrived late at the office due to her stubborn Harley! She is now upset and furious in one. She’s even thinking to sell this damned Harley!</td>
<td>16:05</td>
<td>€ 14.00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>404</td>
<td>Miss Amy driver of the Fiat Seicento’s drunk friend</td>
<td>Miss Amy</td>
<td>Amy is back from a party and now she has to bring home a drunk friend! Her beautiful feet struggle with the small pedals so she decides to remove her shoes and her netfish stockings to drive better!</td>
<td>18:30</td>
<td>€ 16.00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Pedal Vamp

403 B Miss Black Mamba Fiat 126 smoking tease
starring: Miss Black Mamba
This is the last part of the video “403A: Miss Black Mamba - Fiat 126 barefeet drive tease” where you can enjoy the sexy Miss Black Mamba smoking a cigarette and showing her dirty soles for you!

SMOKING

403 A Miss Black Mamba Fiat 126 drive and tease
starring: Miss Black Mamba
Here is another amazing drive video with Miss Black Mamba! Enjoy a long ride with this sexy lady, admiring her sexy feet in high heels shoes and then barefeet! Miss Black Mamba pushes hard on the tiny gas pedal!

DRIVE / SMOKING

402 How to kill a car in a few minutes
starring: Miss Ale
Miss Ale, dressed as an angel ... is ready to turn into a sexy devil for a Fiat Panda very hard punishment!! The poor engine will not survive for long and surrenders quickly to Miss Ale’s feet!!

REVVMG / BLOW ENGINE

401 Miss Iris goes to the festival - part 2
starring: Miss Iris
Miss Iris is back from the festival, it’s time to go home and after some cranking she pushes hard on a gas pedal and suddenly the engine starts boiling and making smoke... that is sooooo funny!

CRANKING / BLOW ENGINE

400 Miss Iris goes to the festival - part 1
starring: Miss Iris
Miss Iris is ready to go to the festival! She has to crank the car as hell until it starts finally spluttering! The gear seems to have some problems and the engine also is not running properly!

CRANKING / REVVMG
Piaggio Ciao sexy ballet dancer rollerstart

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris is ready to go for her today dance lesson, but both her car and an old moped she found nearby refuse to start! Time is ticking away in the meantime and she's getting desperate!

CRANKING / ROLLERSTART

18:56 € 16,00

Fiat Panda mules cranking

starring: Miss Ale

Miss Ale just got back her car from the mechanic but the Panda still seems to have some problems... why?? She cranks hard and from time to time she has some shoeplay to relax her feet and nerves!

CRANKING / SHOEPLAY

17:17 € 15,00

Desperate reverse girl

starring: Miss Amy

Bad day for Miss Amy! She has been betrayed, she cries and she wants to go away from her boyfriend but she never drove a Fiat 500 and the only way she feels quite safe to drive this car is in reverse!

DRIVE / DRIVE REVERSE

17:17 € 15,00

Miss Black Mamba and the Fiat Bravo - the cranking torture

starring: Miss Black Mamba

It's cranking time for Miss Black Mamba! First a good cranking in sneakers, then another hard one in socks and why not, barefeet also to better feel and push the gas pedal!

CRANKING

14:26 € 12,50

Miss Melanie and the Piaggio Ciao - fast food express delivery

starring: Miss Melanie

Last express food delivery of the day for Miss Melanie, but her moped doesn't want to start up! But after a lot of feet pumping work the old Piaggio Ciao engine is now running and needs a good revving!

ROLLERSTART / REVVING

16:20 € 15,00
No mercy for the Fiat Cinquecento

starring: Miss Amy

Miss Amy walks toward the Fiat Cinquecento with her new silver sandals, she gets in the car, turns the key and she starts revving the car with no mercy until the engine screams pleading her to stop!

REVVING / BLOW ENGINE

Miss Amy

17:26  € 16,00

Miss Iris and the old bitchy van

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris is a teacher and today she has troubles with her van. She has to crank a lot and the engine is not running properly. Miss Iris is flooring the gas pedal but the van is not able to go over RPM!

CRANKING

Miss Iris

14:48  € 13,00

Miss Amy’s stupid stupid bike!

starring: Miss Amy

Miss Amy wants to feel the thrill of the wind in her hair! No cars today, she wants to drive the Piaggio Ciao! But after few meters the moped stops, and doesn’t want to start again!

CRANKING / ROLLERSTART

Miss Amy

13:40  € 12,00

Miss Amy in distress - no fuel and low battery at night!

starring: Miss Amy

Miss Amy is ready to go to a party but the tank of her Fiat Uno is empty and the battery has problems!! What to do? Give up the party or try her luck and drive anyway hoping not to stay dry?

CRANKING

Miss Amy

19:17  € 16,00

The old stubborn Fiat 500

starring: Miss Tiffany

Miss Tiffany can’t wait to drive her old Fiat 500! She knows the engine is stubborn but today nothing works to fire it up! She checks under the hood but everything seems to be normal!

CRANKING

Miss Tiffany

12:54  € 11,00
PedalVamp

389 Miss Amy revving the Alfa Romeo Giulietta
starring: Miss Amy

Today Miss Amy’s sexy feet do have at her service a Giulietta Alfa Romeo! The sensation to rev and dominate this car makes her crazy and it’s so exciting! The sound of the engine turns her on!

⏰ 09:17  € 9,00

388 Fiat 500 drive barefeet
starring: Miss Tiffany

Miss Tiffany wants to do shopping and enjoys a barefeet drive with the old Fiat 500. You can admire her sexy feet from different views and see her dirty soles once she arrives back home after the drive!

⏰ 20:23  € 17,00

387 Dr. Amy in distress with her stubborn Fiat Uno
starring: Miss Amy

Dr. Amy has just finished her working nightshift, she can’t wait to go home to have a relaxing shower and some rest but her stubborn Fiat Uno has other plans for her and Dr. Amy has to fight hard with it!

⏰ 22:02  € 18,00

386 Miss Black Mamba barefeet drive with the Fiat 500
starring: Miss Black Mamba

First Black Mamba’s drive on the old Fiat 500, would she be able to manage this little car? She hits the road driving in high heels but soon she decides to remove them to feel properly the gas pedal!

⏰ 15:17  € 13,00

385 Barefeet hitting curbs
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris wants to experience some hitting curbs with the VW automatic transmission Golf but how she can manage to go up and down on curbs without the clutch only by using the gas and the brake?

⏰ 17:08  € 14,50
The summer has arrived and Amy can’t wait to have her old Piaggio Ciao on the road! After the cold season hibernation the moped needs to be put back on its wheels and Miss Amy knows how to do it!

384 Piaggio Ciao spring hard revving

starring: Miss Amy

The weather is cloudy and wet but Iris does not care, she wants to make a little trip in the country and she wants to do it with the old Fiat 500! But today the car seems to be more stubborn than usual!

382 Fiat 500 wet cranking

starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris and Miss Amy are in the office doing shoeplay while they are working. Once the working time is over they are ready to go to a party but the old Fiat Uno has serious troubles to get started!

383 Miss Amy and Miss Iris - office shoeplay and Fiat Uno cranking

starring: Miss Amy

The Alfa Romeo is just the perfect car to go to a pool party! They finally can drive a nice car (not one of the usual pieces of junk!) but... the mischievous Alfa has other plans in mind for them!!

381 Miss Iris & Miss Black Mamba crank the Alfa Romeo 146

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Black Mamba

Iris and Black Mamba have found an amazing car at the junkyard, a sporty Alfa Romeo 146! This is a perfect car to enjoy some burnouts and some good revving… and this is terribly exciting!

380 Miss Iris & Miss Black Mamba: Alfa Romeo 146 burnouts and revving

starring: Miss Iris & Miss Black Mamba
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Video ID</th>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Starring</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>379</td>
<td>Miss Iris &amp; Miss Black Mamba - extreme barefeet revving and blow</td>
<td>Miss Iris &amp; Miss Black Mamba</td>
<td>Miss Iris and Miss Black Mamba are ready for an extreme revving! They start pushing the gas pedal very hard first with their shoes and then barefeet until the engine gets really hot… so hot!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>378</td>
<td>Miss Amy and Miss Melanie having fun in the mud</td>
<td>Miss Amy &amp; Miss Melanie</td>
<td>What happens when two sexy girls are driving an old car in the country and they meet a muddy ground? No distress and desperation in this video but spinning tires, smoke and laughters!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>377</td>
<td>The country muddy veterinary</td>
<td>Miss Iris</td>
<td>Miss Iris is a country vet and she has been urgently called to attend the birth of a mare, she’s driving in the fields but after days of rain the ground is very soft and Miss Iris, with her Fiat Uno, gets stuck!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>376</td>
<td>Fiat 500 spring shopping - part 2</td>
<td>Miss Amy &amp; Miss Barbie</td>
<td>Amy wants to drive the old Fiat 500 but she’s not very familiar with cars with manual transmission and double-clutch doppiettas but she wants to try anyway, and Barbie has to teach her how to do it!</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>375</td>
<td>Fiat 500 spring shopping - part 1</td>
<td>Miss Amy &amp; Miss Barbie</td>
<td>Miss Barbie is now the happy owner of an old Fiat 500! Miss Barbie invites Miss Amy for the first ride but she struggles to get it started, and she has to struggle also to do the double-clutch “doppiettas”!</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Miss Iris puts gloves and helmet on and gets straight onto the Harley Davidson in order to arrive quickly at the office. Unfortunately for Iris, the Harley has other plans with her today!

Bride and bridesmaid in distress with the Fiat Uno

Wedding day for Miss Melanie! But things don’t go as planned, the driver of the wedding car has disappeared and the only way to get to church is to ask Iris to pick her up with the old and dirty Fiat Uno!

Miss Amy and Miss Ale - the mud disaster

Amy and Ale have been invited to an exclusive party in the countryside and, as always, they are late and they got stuck! The girls take turns struggling but they get stuck so bad they can’t get out!

Vespa birthday girl

Today it’s Amy’s birthday and her boyfriend gifted her a magnificent Vespa! Amy is very happy but she has so many troubles in pumping the small start pedal with her high-heeled shoes!

Miss Amy is driving to a real estate meeting where she is going to look some property but she notices that the road leading to the property is very rough and muddy and... she becomes helplessly stuck!!
Miss Ale is driving in a countryside road. The road is very muddy and the Fiat Uno has some difficulties to move and stuck! She tries to unstuck the car pumping the pedals a lot and pushing in the mud!

Miss Iris is driving for the first time a car with automatic transmission, a diesel VW Golf. She was hoping to drive a better car but she finds the ways to like a madman as she always does, in reverse also!

Miss Tiffany is visiting friends in the countryside, but she has no idea if she took the right or the wrong road. She realizes that she’s not in the good direction and she has to drive backwards all the way back!

Tiffany is having a trip in the countryside to check the mud situation for a stuck video. Tiffany drives the Fiat Uno on an unpaved road when it gets bogged! The wheels slip and smoke, and it’s a stuck!
Miss Iris has a busy day and the first meeting she has to attend is with her old Fiat Uno! Miss Iris is using all her secret weapons to fire up the engine: pumping in heels, pantyhose and even in socks!

**CRANKING / STALLING**

Miss Amy is quite annoyed by the fact that you always dedicate a lot of time to your car which is a real piece of junk… and she wants to give you the proof!

**CRANKING**

Miss Ale is ready to have some fun with the Fiat Uno! Watch her flooring the gas pedal in her shinky black heels and then barefoot! A sexy blonde girl, a poor car and... gas to the max!

**DRIVE**

Get ready for a long and hard revving video starring Miss Tiffany and her sexy heels!! She feels so happy to dominate the power of the engine! The temperature gauge is dangerously rising!
Miss Kim is very excited as this is the very first time she jumps on board of a truck! First a good revving is necessary to warm up this big engine and then Miss Kim is ready to enjoy the drive experience!

Bad day for Miss Amy today! Her car’s boss is a piece of junk, it shakes a lot and the engine suddenly stops and starts to smoke! Did she punctured the radiator? What is the trouble now?

Miss Black Mamba Fiat 126 is running on empty. It’s getting late and there’s no petrol stations around so she has no choice but to drive home without refuelling her car which begins to sputter and stops!

Pedal Vamp has a new car, a vintage Fiat Uno, and Miss Iris has been charged to make a drive test with it! What follow are burnouts, some donuts driving at high speed and some reverse too!

Miss Amy has to bring home her boss (Vicky) and drive her car, a rusty Fiat 126! Miss Amy protests as she is not a skilled driver but she’s forced to take the driver seat and the nightmare drive begins!
<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Title</th>
<th>Starring</th>
<th>Description</th>
<th>Price</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Fiat Uno start and revving test</td>
<td>Miss Iris</td>
<td>Miss Iris today has to test a white Fiat Uno. After a lot of pumping, hard and soft, she manages to start the car and have a very good and hard revving to check the engine and see how powerful it is!</td>
<td>€10,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cold cranking morning</td>
<td>Miss Iris</td>
<td>Miss Iris struggles with her car which doesn’t give any sign of life. She tries using the choke several times but the engine still doesn’t start! Maybe it’s because there’s no fuel in the tank?</td>
<td>€12,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Late Christmas gift express delivery</td>
<td>Miss Iris</td>
<td>Last parcel to deliver for Santa Iris! She tries to start the engine of the old 500 but this rusty car makes tricks! But when it starts, she crushes the gas pedal as the gift is very urgent and it’s already late!</td>
<td>€20,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Peugeot 206 mules cranking</td>
<td>Miss Iris</td>
<td>Miss Iris puts on another dazzling display of shoeplay and cranking! Get ready for several minutes of cranking. Miss Iris tries in every way to start the car playing with her mules and her sexy feet!</td>
<td>€14,00</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ford Fiesta sweet punishment</td>
<td>Miss Iris</td>
<td>Miss Iris wants to have fun with an old Ford Fiesta! She rips out and cuts wires and hoses and anything else she is able to rip out, and she pours some honey in the carburator and in the fuel tank!</td>
<td>€15,00</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Miss Amy and Miss Tiffany got their license to drive trucks and today it's their first working day! They have to deal with an old and very smokey truck, and many deliveries are awaiting for them!

**Fiat 126 hot barefeet drive**

Tiffany is excited to go on a road trip with her old Fiat 126! She realizes soon that her shoes are not good for driving with those small pedals, so… it's better to go barefoot!

Tiffany can't wait to drive her old Fiat 126 but she has to fight hard with it! She gets worried and angry at the car but it won't start! She checks under the hood but everything seems normal!

Tiffany has found a cute VW Golf which has to be destroyed: she opens the hood and removes some wires to make the car not start at all, she turns the key and she starts cranking hard that engine!

Black Mamba and Tiffany are going to show you how to push the gas pedal and kill the engine of a VW Golf! They rev at the max and both play with their heels and the smoke coming from the exhaust!
Finally Miss Amy is on the way and she drives to the meeting! She finds hard to drive such an old car with such small pedals... it's raining, the wipers don't work and the car is stalling too!

It's a cold and rainy day and Miss Amy has to drive the old Fiat 500 of her grandpa. She doesn't know how to handle such old cars with such strange starter, and she does her best to be gentle to the car!

Miss Iris takes you for a drive and let you admire her beautiful hosed feet! Once you are arrived at destination, before leaving the car, she takes some time to let you admire her sexy soles for a while!

Miss Iris and Miss Vicky are two drivers and today they have to work with an old bus that hasn’t been circulating for months! The brake pedal makes strange tricks and makes a weird noise...

Today Miss Iris boss is out of the office and our lovely girl steals the keys of his Fiat Coupé! She shows the sporty Fiat who is the real Boss! Revving, crazy drive, burnouts, doughnuts and drive reverse!
starring: Miss Iris, Miss Amy & Miss Kim

Miss Iris, Miss Amy and Miss Kim are ready to give the last goodbye to the Punto’s boss, and they want to kill this car forever with kicks, mazes, a pickaxe and a knife and leave it in miserable conditions!

Punishment of the boss car: the destruction

CAR DESTRUCTION

Cost: 20.00

339

starring: Miss Iris, Miss Amy & Miss Kim

What about flooring the gas to the metal and give an extreme revving to the Fiat Punto boss car? 6 sexy feets are ready to push the accelerator with no mercy with the firm intention to kill the engine!

Punishment of the boss car: the explosion

REVVING / BLOW ENGINE

Cost: 12.00

338

starring: Miss Iris, Miss Amy & Miss Kim

The Misses have won the bet with their boss and now they decide to have some fun by doing some burnouts! Flooring the gas pedal and release the clutch quickly is the secret for a perfect burnout!

Punishment of the boss car: the burnouts

DRIVE

Cost: 10.00

337

starring: Miss Iris, Miss Amy & Miss Kim

The Misses sabotage the car of the boss and then invite him to start it... what happens is a long cranking sessions while the Misses make fun of the boss! Yes, they won the bet!

Punishment of the boss car: the cranking

CRANKING

Cost: 16.00

336

starring: Miss Iris, Miss Amy & Miss Kim

Miss Kim is ready to start her working day. Her old car is not moving for days and it needs a good revving to warm up! Miss Kim, while pumping the gas, begins her make up starts revving harder!

Make up, a cigarette... and some good revving!

REVVING / SMOKING

Cost: 11.00

335

starring: Miss Kim

Miss Kim, Miss Amy and Miss Kim are ready to give the last goodbye to the Punto’s boss, and they want to kill this car forever with kicks, mazes, a pickaxe and a knife and leave it in miserable conditions!
Piaggio Ciao hard revving

The time has come for Miss Kim to have some fun with an old Italian moped! Besides its age, the engine is still powerful and Miss Kim enjoys a lot his noise and his vibrating accelerator in a public park!

MISS KIM

The Time

7:22

7,00

Miss Iris has found a new job! She realized that being a tour guide was not so interesting and exciting then driving bus, she made some practice and now she’s the official driver of an old Fiat Bus!

MISS IRIS

The Time

21:36

17,00

I am a tour guide, not a bus driver!

Featuring Miss Iris

Miss Iris is ready to start her working day as a tour guide but... the bus driver is sick today, the tourists are about to arrive... and the travel agency asks her to get on the road and take the driver place!

MISS IRIS

The Time

16:34

16,00

Miss Iris pumping very old bus pedals

Miss Iris has found a very old and rusty bus waiting to be repaired. Even if the engine is still not working, Miss Iris definitely wants to jump on board of it and pumps its big wooden pedals!

MISS IRIS

The Time

5:17

5,00

Miss Kim - driving and reversing

Miss Kim takes the motorway, driving while smoking! When she is almost arrived at her destination, she realizes that she took the wrong direction and she has to make a long drive reverse!

MISS KIM

The Time

25:17

18,00
Miss Amy and Miss Kim are ready to go shopping! The weather is still warm and lovely, they both wear sandals but they decide to take their shoes off and have a lovely drive barefoot!

**Miss Amy & Miss Kim - barefeet trip with the Fiat Panda**

**DRIVE**

Miss Amy, Miss Kim

329

23:52 € 15.00

---

Today Miss Iris wants to have some fun with an old Piaggio Ciao! This moped hasn’t been moving for quite a long time and the engine definitely needs a sexy and hard revving to work properly!

**Miss Iris and the Piaggio Ciao - gas to the max**

**REVVING**

Miss Iris

328

8:39 € 8.00

---

Miss Vicky’s car is not working but she can count on Miss Iris with her roadside assistance truck! Iris warms the engine with a hard revving then she takes the road and drives quickly to reach Miss Vicky!

**Car troubles? Call Miss Iris - 24/7 roadside assistance**

**REVVING / DRIVE**

Miss Iris

327

31:12 € 22.00

---

An old 1971 Piaggio Ciao and two beautiful girls who want to have a nice ride with it! The moped wants to launch a challenge against Miss Amy and Miss Kim! Will they be able to start the engine?

**Miss Amy & Miss Kim - Piaggio Ciao - the hardest rollerstart**

**CRANKING / ROLLERSTART**

Miss Amy, Miss Kim

326

9:31 € 9.00

---

Miss Iris is very happy to have this Lancia under her total control, she floors that gas pedal to make the engine scream at her! She’s ready for the final and sexy rev that the engine will never forget!

**Miss Iris blows the engine of the Lancia Delta**

**REVVING / BLOW ENGINE**

Miss Iris

325

13:23 € 13.00
Another Lancia for our lovely Miss Iris! She goes around the street either backwards or forward, to see if the gears and the engine works at the best, and she also enjoys some burn outs!

Please welcome the first Miss Iris video riding an horse! Now you can enjoy her beauty and personality while she’s trying to become a good rider to master horses instead of cars!

Now it’s Miss Melanie turn to have her first riding on a horse! She enjoyed so much the powerful sensation to dominate this beautiful animal, that is so exciting!

Miss Tiffany, for her first ride, decided to go for an amazing black stallion named Vulcano. This tiny lovely girl has been able to deal with this fantastic horse with sweetness and determination!

Today Miss Tiffany has to go to work, she’s late and to save time she decides to drive barefeet (she loves to drive without shoes)! Enjoy 15 minutes of a pleasant trip barefeet with our lovely Miss!
Here is one of the first videos we have been shooting with the old Fiat Panda, Miss Vicky and Miss Iris had to fight against this stubborn car and they made a true cranking concert! Enjoy!

Miss Vicky & Miss Iris - the cranking concert with the Panda

Miss Iris wants to do some shopping but the Renault doesn't want to start! She pumps in every possible way to make this engine work for her then she takes a break and she makes some shoeplay.

Miss Iris flooding the Renault 5

Miss Iris has to deal with the most stubborn pedals she has ever met! Her starting attempts drain the battery and the guys at the car shop do their best to help her but this Fiat Stilo is a real junk!

Miss Iris at the car shop - the Fiat Stilo disaster

Miss Iris has to test an old Fiat Panda but this car has some troubles in getting started! But when the engine fires up she can finally test the car by punishing it with an extreme hard revving!

Miss Iris at the car shop - the Panda catastrophe

Miss Tiffany is ready to go to her gym lesson but her BMW won't start! She pumps hard the gas pedal, finally the engine fires up but it's running low and the car dies again! What the hell is going on?

Miss Tiffany cranking and punishing the BMW
Miss Iris today wants to tease you with a very sexy revving! Enjoy her gorgeous legs, also crossed, pumping madly on the gas pedal and her beautiful smile! What a wonderful revving!

Miss Iris has found a Piaggio Ciao and she wants to have a nice ride with it but the scooter does not have its stand! Miss Iris tries to start it with a lot of rollerstart but the engine is a very stubborn one!

Miss Iris and Miss Black Mamba steals daddy’s car to go to a party! The engine is not properly running and needs a good revving! The Misses enjoy so much pushing on the gas pedal… maybe too much!

Miss Tiffany is your sexy neighbor and you’re secretly in love with her! Like every morning, Miss Tiffany has to struggle a lot with her old Renault 5 to fire up the engine! Will she make it today?

Miss Black Mamba invites you to get on your car. It’s summer, the windows are all closed and she starts to smoke a cigarette. The car fills with smoke and the temperature rises, she’s so sexy!
Today Miss Iris has to deal with a bitchy car! When she finally puts a gear in, the engine stalls so she has to restart again! The car also make a strange noise! No time to waste, Miss Iris is in a hurry!

The working day is over, Iris and Vicky are leaving the junkyard to enjoy a delicious dinner but the old Miss Iris car doesn’t want to start! She keeps trying, trying and trying but nothing is working!

She’s very sexy and she’s very bad! Please welcome Miss Kat! You can’t imagine what a betrayed woman can do to her boyfriend car! Yes, Miss Kat wants to blow the engine of his Fiat Bravo!

Iris and Ale don’t have their license to drive yet, their father is not at home and they decide to steal his car to improve their drive skills! First a good and hard revving and then they leave for their trip!

Drive lessons for Miss Amy today! Miss Kim gives her some advices... now the time has come to see how Miss Amy is able to manage the gear since she’s not used to manual transmission cars!
Holiday in Sardinia 4 - Miss Iris burnouts and drive reverse
starring: Miss Iris

Miss Iris is out for a trip but the small dusty road she’s driving on doesn’t seem to me the good one! That’s not a problem! She can have some fun by making burnouts and have a drive reverse too!

DRIVE / DRIVE REVERSE

Holiday in Sardinia 3 - crazy girls flooring the gas pedal
starring: Miss Iris & Miss Melanie

Are you brave enough to jump on board of the VW minicamper with 2 crazy girls revving and driving it? Our sexy Miss Iris and Miss Melanie are ready to take you for a drive you will never forget!

REVVING / DRIVE

Introducing Miss Kim cranking and smoking
starring: Miss Kat

Miss Kim has just finished to work and she’s ready to go: she lights up a cigarette, she tries to fire up the engine but her old Renault 5 doesn’t want to start! She pumps the pedal hard, barefeet also!

CRANKING / SMOKING

Introducing Miss Amy dealing with the stubborn Renault 5
starring: Miss Amy

Miss Amy gets in the Renault 5, she puts the key but the engine doesn’t start! She pumps harder on the gas pedal to express her disappointment until the engine fires up and she revs it very hard!

CRANKING / REVVING

Miss Iris & Miss Ale - two sexy girls driving a bus
starring: Miss Iris & Miss Ale

Miss Iris, the newly driver hired, has to move a big bus. She can’t wait to jump on board of it! She recalls that one of Miss Ale’s dream was driving a bus, so why not having a big fun together?
Ale jumps on board of the Renault Five and Iris has something in mind... she wants to show Miss Ale how good she is in doing reverses! Once the performance is over it’s Miss Ale’s turn to drive reverse!

Miss Iris applied for a job as a truck driver few weeks ago and she’s been hired! She has to fight with the stubborn gear of the old Fiat Truck, first in high heels shoes and then in pantyhose!

Are you ready to see two beautiful girls playing with the gas pedal and with the gear of the VW minicamper? Miss Iris and Miss Melanie are ready to show you a very hard revving... enjoy!